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Warba Bank 
announces 
winners of 
Al-Sunbula draws
KUWAIT: Warba Bank, “the Best investment
Bank” and “Best Corporate Bank” in Kuwait, held
its weekly Sunbula draw number 32. The draws
announced the 5 lucky winners in the presence of
representatives from the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry and bank officials.

The bank proudly announced the weekly draw
number 32 lucky 5 winners of the KD 1000 prize:
Mohammad Jhaid Mohammad Alotaibi, Obaid
Mohammad Abdullah Alharbi, Khaznah Reja Jazea
Fraih,  Meshari Reja Amer Aldaihani and Naser
Fahad Obaid Alotaibi.

Al-Sunbula both account and fixed deposits are
the perfect choices for customers who wish to save
money and achieve steady returns while at the
same time have the opportunity to win cash prizes
throughout the year.

In line with the bank’s mission to develop and
differentiate its offerings, Warba Bank has
enhanced its Sunbula campaign for 2019 with more
cash and prizes reaching more than KD 1 million.

Warba Bank will continue its weekly draws for 5
winners of KD 1,000 each. What’s new in 2019 are
the “Mega Draws” which will be held every quarter
to reveal five winners, the 1st winner will get KD
100,000!  The four winners thereafter will each
get the latest Land Cruiser VXR. Furthermore, the
final Mega draw held in January 2020 will feature 2
more Land Cruiser VXRs!

As for the chances for winning, each customer is
eligible to enter the draw against each KD 10 in
the Sunbula Account.  Nevertheless, Sunbula Fixed
Deposit investors also get chances in the Sunbula
draws along with high expected returns that reach
up to 3.5 percent distributed either monthly or at
maturity upon the customer’s preference.

Furthermore, Warba Bank is leveraging on its
Customer Onboarding solution, in line with its
ambitious five-year strategy that enables non-
Warba Bank customers to request the opening of
Al-Sunbula account in a simple electronic manner
without having to visit the branch, through 5 sim-
ple steps in 5 minutes. New customers will be able
to request opening the account at anytime, any-
where, through the new and unique electronic sys-
tem used to implement this service.
Representatives will then contact the customer to
determine the appropriate time to visit the branch
to get required signatures, verify the customer’s
identity, deliver his/her debit card, and activate the
account. —AFP

KUWAIT: The World Travel Awards, a prestigious and
globally recognized honors program in global travel
and tourism, celebrate organizations that are recog-
nized for their commitment to excellence. Votes are not
only performed by customers, but also by travel and
tourism professionals. The Loft by Brussels Airlines
and Lexus is a unique lounge concept, centered on
comfort, technology, design and a blend of ‘Belgitude’
and Japanese hospitality.

The Loft by Brussels Airlines and Lexus opened its
doors on June 25, 2018 as a relaxing new space for
international travelers inspired by Lexus luxury, design
and Omotenashi hospitality. “Since the opening, the

lounge has already welcomed more than 450,000 visi-
tors. It marks a further expansion of Lexus beyond the
premium automotive world as a global luxury lifestyle
brand. Lounge guests are provided with a wealth of
facilities to make their visit comfortable, relaxing and
enjoyable, together with opportunities to immerse
themselves in the world of Lexus.

Covering an area of 2040 Sq m, The Loft by Brussels
Airlines and Lexus offers seating for 500 guests. It is
divided into areas with different ambiences and fea-
tures, including a central bar, seating zones and a
break-out space that’s ideal for those who need to
work while on the move.

A unique blend of premium features 
are offered to visitors:

l Japanese hospitality values brought by Lexus
l Chocolate experience hosted by a Neuhaus maitre

chocolatier
l At home SPA Grohe shower suites
l Individual nap rooms with star lit ceiling
l Lexus LS Shiatsu-effect massage chairs
l Variety of fresh organic dishes and drinks by

Foodmaker and Rombouts
l Plastic bottles-free living space - Eco conscious-

ness by banning plastic bottles
l Award winning arts and inspirational sleek design

elements by Lexus
l Dedicated Mark Levinson hi-end audio listening

room
The Loft by Brussels Airlines and Lexus is in Pier A

of Brussels Airport and open daily from 5am to 9pm.
The Lexus zone has been designed by FITCH, a retail
and brand consultancy which has also produced a suc-
cessful design concept for Lexus’ European retailer
network. It has been able to expand some of the ideas
explored in that project and introduce new and exciting
features, drawing further inspiration from the INTER-
SECT by Lexus brand experiential centers in Tokyo,
Dubai & New York. 

The Loft by Brussels Airlines, Lexus at Brussels 
Airport ‘Europe’s Leading Airport Lounge 2019’

The 26th annual World Travel Awards 

Cloud gaming 
faces challenges 
as Google 
prepares launch
COLOGNE: Urging fans to plunge into a virtu-
al high-res surround sound universe of extraor-
dinary games, Google hopes its cloud-based
Stadia platform will take the world by storm on
its November launch. The US digital behemoth
unveiled details of its nascent streaming video
platform at this week’s Gamescom trade fair in
Cologne in the hope it can gain massive trac-
tion among hardcore gamers to zap past other
providers of existing gaming fare.

Gamescom, styling itself the biggest event in
the European gaming industry, is a sizeable
window on the state of play in a mushrooming
market worth an estimated $135 billion globally
last year, according to analysts-with mobile
platforms accounting for about half.

Stadia, details on which first publicly
emerged in June at E3, the world’s premier
event for computer and video games, offers as
its USP the chance for users to play their
favourite game on a range of platforms in high
resolution quality on different media from smart
TV to console or smart phone. That presages
something of a gaming revolution.

“People have been talking about cloud gam-
ing for ten years-we are on the third generation
of actors. The signals have not yet turned green
but Google has got solid enough guts to try it.
We’ve never been so close,” says Laurent
Michaud, director of studies at French digital
market consultancy Idate.

Gamescom represents a chance for some
hands-on experience and the brand’s huge
logo, plus its battalion of hostesses on its stand
are helping to pull in the curious as they com-
pare relative attractions with rivals led by
Sony’s Playstation and Microsoft’s Xbox.

Google chief executive Sundar Pichai
explained at E3 in Los Angeles the idea is “to
build a game platform for everyone” following
an initial rollout in 14 countries using a sub-
scription model after an initial bundled hard-
ware purchase. Some games will be free and
others will require payment.

Even so, the Gamescom evidence after
Monday’s opening suggested interest had yet
to hit the heights of neighbouring stands
Nintendo or Konami-the latter being the devel-
oper of Pro Evolution Soccer’s latest gambit
PES 2020.

“I find their concept interesting but I have
doubts as to their capacity to guarantee good
connectivity,” commented stand visitor Rishil
Kuta, 22. A keen console user he said he would
nevertheless be “ready to pay” a premium for a
“stable” product.

Not sharing that opinion was Steven
Mertes, 28, who said he did not see himself as
ready to log off from his PC or close his con-
sole “which propose games of much better
quality.” “I have always been used to playing on
a computer-it’s much more comfortable.”

Whichever way the cloud gaming cards fall
the race is on to hook players, especially the
hardcore ones, for next-generation gameplay.

Technical constraints
“The most difficult gamers to convince will

be the ‘hardcore gamers’. They may not be as
numerous as occasional players but they are
the ones who count. If they don’t go to a plat-
form things could be difficult,” predicts
Michaud.

The hardcore brigade tend to be willing to
pay out for the rig and content they want-but
are often very attached to their favoured sup-
port environment, be it console or PC-based.

Beyond the task of converting gamers to
Stadia, Google must address various technical
obstacles that go with the territory of develop-
ing cloud gaming.

Although Stadia is promising 4K high reso-
lution at 60 frames per second for minimal time
lag, it remains to be seen how the platform can
persuade players who may not have suitably
adapted screens along with fibre optic broad-
band or 4G connections to subscribe.

“We have a small doubt on the development
of cloud gaming,” says Wandrille Pruvot, CEO
of Xtra Life, a cloud-based apps manager for
Apple. “The challenge will notably be technical
as the better the resolution the greater the need
for a quality internet network.

“The games we are working on are simpler,

more based on gameplay quality and that
requires less bandwidth for the graphics,” says
Pruvot. “One mustn’t forget that video games
are not just about big productions!”

The bet for cloud gaming is thus to push
independent, if not always very visible titles-a
means for Google and rival producers to posi-
tion themselves as a ‘Netflix for gaming’ by
providing original content.

“This type of platform can free the creative
aspect from technical constraints ,” says Fanny
Renard, a community manager with independ-
ent indie game developer Goblinz.

“A form of Netflix could be a production aid
for the smallest independent studios. But this
will then raise the question of remuneration,
which could be complicated.”

Overall, though, just as consoles did not kill
off PC gaming, cloud gaming could essentially
offer an extra strand of choice for fans of video
games. —AFP

AUB announces 
KD 100,000 Hassad 
account of Eid 
grand prize winner 
KUWAIT:  Ahli United Bank announced the lucky win-
ner of Eid Al-Adha prize of Hassad Islamic Program;
the first Islamic prize-draw account in Kuwait, which
succeeded in redrawing the lives of thousands winners.
AUB offers to its customers the largest number of
chances to win over the year through over 850 prizes
annually. It was a special occasion for Esam H A Jaragh
who won the KD 100,000 prize.

The draw was live on Marina FM radio. The event
also saw many surprises, shows, entertainment activi-
ties and competitions for attendees and participants.
On this occasion, AUB congratulates the winner Esam H
A Jaragh. In this regard, AUB asserts its pride of the

success of Hassad Islamic Prizes Program in achieving
the dreams and aspirations of its valued customers
through the largest prize program in Kuwait. AUB also
extends its thanks and gratitude to its customers for
their growing confidence which doubles the Bank’s
commitment to providing more outstanding banking
products and services, wishing everyone to benefit
from the features of Hassad Islamic Program, the first
Islamic prize-draw account in Kuwait which has been
able to redraw the lives of thousands of lucky winners.

Al-Hassad Islamic Account presents also 4 quarterly
mega prizes of KD 250,000 that will help the lucky
winners achieve their dreams and aspirations in addi-
tion the monthly draw to win a prize of KD 100,000.

One powerful new aspect of the Al-Hassad Islamic
Account is the prize draws on the holy occasion of both
Eid ul-Fitr and Eid Al-Adha, when the winning cus-
tomers will receive the eid prizes of KD 100,000 each.
May the Eid always bring prosperity and blessings to
the Islamic nation.

Al-Hassad Islamic Account presents also 21 weekly
prizes comprised of a grand prize of KD 10,000 and 20
prizes of KD 1,000 each. In addition to the highly

attractive package of the prizes, there will be the annual
expected profits on, which makes the Al-Hassad
account a useful tool; for family and other savings, both
for the short term and for the longer term - a fact which
well appreciated by a large multitude of new and old
customers.

It is worth mentioning that there is possibility to
open the account online for non-customers and there is
possibility to transfer the salary to Al-Hassad account.
In addition Al-Hassad customers can issue an ATM
immediately and have the freedom to deposit and with-
draw any time.

To be eligible to participate in the draw, the cus-
tomer should have a minimum balance of KD 100,
whereby the customer has two chances to participate,
with a maximum of 30,000 chances per draw, in
addition to annual profits for all participants. Every
KD 50 invested for at least 15 days entitles the cus-
tomer to one chance in the each draw. The longer the
customer keeps his balance the bigger the changes of
participation in the draw. Draws are held every
Wednesday at AUB Kuwait or AUB Bahrain depend-
ing on the draw plan.


